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Opole Brand Award
During ceremony GALA BUSINESS 2015 was held „Opole Brand Award”
our region and „Company of the Year Prize” awarded by the Chamber
of Commerce of Silesia. Our company - ADVERTISING PROFIL received the award for the organization of The International Tourist
Fairs „Towards the Sun” in the product category to promote the
region.

The International Tourist Fairs „Towards the Sun” were awarded
in the category „Event”.

10th MTT anniversary
The Marshal’s of Opole thanks for the promotion of tourism in
the Opole Province for the organizer of the The International
Tourist Fairs „Towards the Sun”.

...and thats how
it was...
On 24th – 26th of May 2019, “Towards the Sun”,
the 19th International Tourist Fair, was held on the
main market square in Opole. This time our
special guest was Anna Dereszowska.
For the first time, a three-day Travellers Festival was
organized during the fair. The presented movies and
lectures took the residents of Opole to the most
exotic places in the world. Exhibitors from Poland and
abroad, including partner cities and regions of Opole
offered a wide range of tourist attractions. Each offer
was unique. At their beautiful and colourful stalls, The
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development hosted
numerous workshops to encourage visitors to choose
the Polish countryside as their holiday destination.
“The Village of Flavours and Traditions” gave the
participants a chance to try their skills at pottery,

Wonderful singers, music bands, as well as amazing

blacksmithing, painting porcelain, kneading butter,

dance and sport groups were performing on the stage

making flower crowns or manufacturing wooden

throughout the entire fair. Visitors could also partici-

figures according to folklore believes. Many exhibitors

pate in contests and win prizes such as a trip to the

welcomed their guests to try food from different

Polish seaside. The residents of Opole enjoyed the

parts of Poland and abroad. We also had a chance to

sunny May weekend which was full of positive energy.

see a solar powered boat and campers. There was an
opportunity to play mini golf on a special course.

Travellers Festival
The great popularity of Travellers Festival was

We were also taken to other wonderful countries

accomplished in partnership with ”Soliści”, the

such as Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. We rece-

biggest Polish Travellers Club.

ived valuable tips on how to spend there a month
visiting as much as possible and whether hitch-hiking

Over the three days we had a chance to listen

would be an efficient way to travel in those parts

to amazing stories told by professional travellers and

of Asia. There was also a lecture about Island. We

adventurers encouraging visitors to travel to many

could admire hot springs, breathtaking waterfalls and

wonderful locations and countries. They revealed

geysers bursting from the Earth. We listened about

secrets of mysterious Morocco, told us about a night

journeys around the world, we saw the wonders

in the Sahara desert and gave an account on how to

of the French seaside, exotic Kenya, Tanzania, Bali

reach the top of the highest mountain of the North

and Cambodia and discovered desert scenery

Africa. They also took us on a great adventure across

of Jordan. During the festival two movies were shown:

the United States of America.

„Far. The Story of the Journey around the World”
(directed by Gwendolin Weisser, Patrick Allgaier) and

Why is it worth going on a classical Road Trip? Why

„The Dawn Wall” (directed by Josh Lowell, Peter

is New York called the capital city of the world? And

Mortimer). Travellers Festival will certainly come back

how does it feel like to stand in front of the biggest

during the next International Tourist Fair.

tree in the world in the Yosemite National Park?
These are only a few of many questions answered
during the International Tourist Fair in Opole. We also
learned how to organize a trip across Vietnam travelling by a rented scooter, discovered everyday life
of people in Iran, saw monumental Persepolis and
rich in impressive architecture Teheran. During the
lecture about Nepal we could find out why it is
considered the best destination for those who seek
tranquillity in their busy life and whether trekking in
Annapurna Base Camp is for everyone.

Conscious travelling
Taking an opportunity, we would like to remind our
visitors about conscious traveling, that is:
- respect for the world
- responsible attitude and consideration towards
environment and local communities
- respect for the tradition, culture and customs
- care for the nature
- constant awareness that we are guests in
someone's home
Thanks to travelling we are able to see the condition
of our planet and use that knowledge in a way -which
will contribute to the change of our negative habits.
Every single one of us can have an impact on the
environment around us, for example by:
- reducing the usage of plastics
- using bio cosmetics (which won’t pollute the sea
and the ocean)
- supporting local communities
- not buying souvenirs made of animals and plants
threatened with extinction
- respecting the place, it's people and it's
environment.

Recommendations

Warsaw, 7 th June 2017
RECOMMENDATION
pating in 17 International Tourism Fairs “Towards the sun” in Opole in the time period of 26 th – 28 th May 2017

The representatives of 7 Spanish regions came to the Fairs bringing both information materials as well
cal stands, it organized the programme on the stage and tasting programme demonstrating full professionalism
making changes that are inherent during the dynamic course of such undertaking. Special emphasis should be
put on the availability and individual attitude and great communication in the process of preparation phase as
well as during the
fairs itself.
The representatives of the regions were impressed by the organization of the fairs and friendliness of
persons making sure that everything runs smoothly, as well as beautiful weather and numerous Opole and nonOpole residents visiting their stands. Brought promotional materials in the form of brochures and maps enjoyed
much interest and were distributed in full, just like the products brought for tasting. All this contributed to very
positive impression which was taken by the representatives of the Spanish regions and the representatives of

and similar events, as it is professional and responsible partner.

My kindest regards,

Ulica Widok 10, II piętro*

Isabel Martín Benitez

00-023 Warszawa, Polska
Email: varsovia@tourspain.es

Counsellor for Tourism of the Embassy of Spain in
Poland

Special guests
The tradition of the International Tourism Fairs “Towards
the Sun” is the rich programme, numerous exhibitions,
competitions with prizes and accompanying events.
The most memorable events include: Balloon Flight Contest,
Opole Bungee Festival (bungee jumps in disguise),
Opole Skateboarding Contest, demonstration of the World
Champion in billiard tricks, and meetings with famous
guests, among others, Krzysztof Wielicki, Robert
Makłowicz, Martyna Wojciechowska, Jarosław Kret,
Aleksandra Kostka or Anna Dereszowska.
The following also appealed to visitor’s emotions:
martial art demonstrations; Tyrolese conventions; knight’s
tournaments; bike acrobatic shows; parkour; horse rides
and Majorette shows.
Fairs in Opole ensure interesting spending of family
leisure time. We never forget about the youngest visitors
and prepare a special programme for them, including
games and competitions with prizes.
The Fairs are also accompanied by photography exhibitions
that shows the most beautiful places in Opole, the Opole
Region, other regions of Poland and the world.
During XIII International Tourist Fairs “Towards the Sun”
was held a lot of competitions with prizes for children
and adults.

First Prizes in 2019
OPOLSKIE VOIVODESHIP
for the most beautiful stall
TRAVELERS CLUB „SOLIŚCI”
for the best self-advertisement during the fairs
ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPALITIES „DORZECZE
GÓRNEJ ODRY”
for the best advertisement supplies and various forms
of advertising

Commendations:
SILESIA VOIVODESHIP
for series „Cieszyn robi wrażenie”
GORCE NATIONAL PARK
for varied educational offers
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE
AND RURAL DEVELOPEMENT
for the project „Odpoczywaj na wsi”
TRAVEL AGENCY GOLD TOUR
for pro health leisure offer for elderly people
OPOLE AGGLOMERATION
for partnership and promotion of local communes
„Razem osiągniemy więcej”

Banquets - integration
of the exhibitors
For the exhibitors of the International Tourist Fairs
“Towards The Sun” we have prepared several competitions
and attractions. We hope that participation in the fairs
enables to establish many new and valuable (not only
business) contacts and that the time spent in Opole is one
to remember.
We will spend at least one of the evenings with you at a
formal banquet that is to integrate exhibitors and invited
guests, including representatives of city and regional
authorities and journalists.
We hope that you will enjoy it!

Flourishing Opolskie
region
Excellent climatic and natural values of the Opole Region
(the Silesian Upland, the Silesian Lowland and a part of
the Sudeten Plateau, the Odra River valley), you can rest
here in summer and in winter. Large parts of the area are
occupied by forests; there are 4 nature landscape parks
and numerous areas of protected landscape and natural
reserves here.
Fans of walking and biking will be interested in tourist trails
near St. Anne’s Mountain and near the Opawskie Mountains,
located on the border with the Czech Republic. There
are many modern resort centres with comprehensive
physiotherapy facilities (among others, a pool, classical
and water massages). In the towns of Moszczanka,
Pokrzywna and Jarnołtówek. There is a modern health

buildings arouse great interest, including the castle in

spa in Kamień Śląski. Fans of swimming and water sports

Moszna, the ruins of the nineteenths-century palace in

can visit reservoirs in Turawa near Opole and the Nysa

Kopice, the Silesian Piast Castle in Brzeg, and late baroque

and Otmuchów Lakes located at the foot of the Opawskie

palace in Kamień Śląski. When visiting the Opole Region,

Mountains.

do not miss Krasiejów, a town in the Ozimek Commune,
where one of the largest paleontological excavations in the

Opole Silesia is a region abundant in heritage buildings,

world have been discovered. Discoveries included perfectly

starting from gothic stronghold castles to baroque palaces,

preserved remains of Triassic reptiles from 225 million years

to nineteenth-century small manor houses. Architectural

ago.

Taking A Walk Around
Opole
Opole is one of the oldest cities in Poland. On the Pasieka
Island in Opole, archaeologists have discovered “Ostrówek,”
an early medieval stronghold of the Opolans. The medieval
chequered urban arrangement survived in the city centre.
The network of perpendicularly intersecting streets runs to
the centrally located Market Square with the City Hall in the
middle. It is surrounded by mostly reconstructed beautiful
baroque tenement houses.
There is the Franciscan Church near the Zamkowa Street.
Szpitalna Street, the oldest street of Opole, leads to St. Cross
Cathedral. Many valuable monuments situated there
include the stone gothic baptismal font. There is also
the church at the hill nearby - it is connected to proved
buildings of the Opole University and surrounded by
places for walks. The “Opole Venice” is another delightful
sculptures.

place: facades of tenement houses, perfectly lit at night,
built on foundations of medieval city walls mirror in water.

The characteristic Piast Tower and the image of the Opole

The zoo, a walk on the Bolko Island and the panorama of

amphitheatre are known throughout Poland owing to the

the Piast Tower also cannot be missed.

National Polish Song Festival.
Feel invited to Opole which today is a beautiful city full of
Opole is a green city. Boulevards around the Młynówka

heritage objects and charming places. This is a city worth

Canal surrounded by large old trees are the most popular

visiting and staying at least for a while.

Fair’s plan
Area of exhibitors

Scene

Mini golf
course

The Ministry of
Agriculture and
Rural
Development
6,5 x 5 m

Exhibition pavilon
8 x 20 m

Exhibitors can select:

Travellers
Festival
- lectures and
movies
10 x 8 m

Fair cabin
Exhibition fair

Wooden fair cabin
PLN 3290 net

Exhibition fair

Spots under the arcades of the City Hall - 4m
PLN 820 net

2

External area
PLN 180 net/m2 (min. 9 m2)
Exhibition area with basic construction located in the exhibition pavilon
PLN 265 net/m2 (min. 6 m2 )
Unconstructed exhibition area located in the exhibition pavilon
PLN 210 net/m2

Exhibition pavilon
beer gardens

Fairgrounds for rent
Light spots

Description on the frieze

270 cm

60 cm
250 cm

220 cm

370 cm

280 cm
60 cm

Electrical socket

60 cm

Fair cabins

Place in the pavilon exhibition

Attractive form of displaying promotional materials.
The cabin can be opened on three sides.
We install the lighting and electrical connection. Safety is

Exhibitors can use the area individually – using their fair
stand.

guaranteed by the lock, strong dead bolt and solid wooden
construction.

Application Form and additionally order electricity
connection.

Area under the arcades of the
City Hall

External, open area

One module of 4 m2, including: 3 partitions, a counter, 2

Please, enter the depth and the width of the stand

chains, without the frieze and electricity

